[GFR estimation based upon cystatin C concentration as a substance marker--proposal of a new formula].
Glomerular filtration rate (GFR) estimation is very important for evaluation of kidney function. Its calculation is based upon a 24 hour urine collection and serum creatinine concentration values or on the basis of developed for this purpose numerous formulas with special attention dedicated to the abbreviated MDRD formula and Cockcroft-Gault formulas for adults and Schwartz et al. and Counahan et al. formulas for children. Future expectations are related to GFR estimation based on serum cystatin C concentration and formulas specially developed for this cause. The aim of the study was the comparative analysis of GFR results based on Filler's and Lapage's, Grubb's et al. and Schwartz's et al. formulas and reference values obtained in 93 patients after measuring iohexol concentration after its single injection. Significant differences between the results obtained from employed formulas for high, as well as for low values of GFR were shown, respectively. Serial calculations were performed allowing to finding out a new prescription for GFR calculation. A new formula for GFR calculation based on cystatin C concentration: GFR = -7.28+82.29 x C(-1) was proposed.